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Abstract 
Barcucci, E. and M.C. Verri, Some more properties of Catalan numbers, Discrete Mathemat- 
ics 102 (1992) 229-237. 
We want to illustrate some correspondences between Catalan numbers and combinatoric 
objects, such as plane walks, binary trees and some particular words. By means of 
under-diagonal walks, we give a combinatorial interpretation of the formula 
defining Catalan numbers. These numbers also enumerate both words in a particular language 
defined on a four character alphabet and the corresponding walks made up of four different 
types of steps. We illustrate a bijection between n-long words in this language and binary trees 
having n + 1 nodes, after which we give a simple proof of Touchard’s formula. 
1. Introduction 
The sequence of Catalan numbers [4,11-121, defined by 
1 
c*=p 
2n ( ) n+l n (1.1) 
has been widely studied and it has been proved that it is the sequence that 
enumerates a lot of classes of combinatorial objects [4], such as the partitioning of 
a polygon into triangles [l-3], the bracketing of the non-associative product of 
n + 1 terms [2,9], the binary trees with n nodes [7], and some walks on the 
integral lattice [8]. 
In particular, Catalan numbers enumerate the words of length 2n of the Dyck 
language [S] on the alphabet {r, u}, whose productions are: 
6 ::= E 1 rsus 
where E denotes the empty word. 
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Consequently, the generating function of Catalan numbers is 
l-V_ 
WY) = 2 c"Yn=n$o&(;)Y"= 2y . 
n=O 
(1.2) 
In this study we refer to the two enumeration problems of lattice walks and 
binary trees. In section 3 we define a triangle containing the number of particular 
walks, called under-diagonal walks, and we then give a combinatorial inter- 
pretation of the formula (1.1). 
In section 4, we show that Catalan numbers also enumerate words in another 
language which is defined on a four-character alphabet. These words correspond 
to a particular kind of plane walks made up of four different types of steps. 
We then illustrate a bijection between n-long words in this language and binary 
trees having n + 1 nodes, after which we give a simple proof of Touchard’s 
formula [ 13-141. 
2. Notation and basic definitions 
We take the integral lattice into consideration and define four different unitary 
steps on it: 
rightward: from one point (x, y) to another point (x + 1, y); 
leftward : from one point (x, y) to another point (x - 1, y); 
upward: from one point (x, y) to another point (x, y + 1); 
downward: from one point (x, y) to another point (x, y - 1). 
A walk is a finite sequence of points v k = (xk, yk) with integer coordinates, such 
that: 
(i) u. = (0, 0); 
(ii) if uk = (xk, yk) then vk+l = (xk + 1, yk), or 
vk+l = (xk - 1, ykh or 
vk+l = (xk, yk + 1)? or 
vk+l = (xk> Yk - lb 
A walk (v,, vl, . . . , v,), made up of n steps, is said to be of length n, and it is 
referred to as an n-walk. 
Every n-walk can be represented by a word w E L = (r, 1, u, d)* in such a way 
that ]w] = n (in which ]w] indicates w’s length). Every character r, I, u, d in this 
word corresponds to a rightward, leftward, upward and downward step. By ]w], 
and ] w 1, we indicate the number of r and 1 characters in w. 
A word w’ is a lefthand subword of w if w = w’ . z, where ‘a’ indicates the 
concatenation between strings and z E L. 
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3. The Catalan triangle 
We now consider the first quadrant of the integral lattice and the walks 
constituted only by rightward and upward steps; in this class we call under- 
diagonal walks the walks which remain on or below the diagonal y =x, i.e. so 
that for each point nk = (xk, yk), we must have xk Z=yk. 
By interpreting character r as a rightward step and character u as an upward 
step, we obtain a bijection between the Dyck language words and the under- 
diagonal walks terminating on the diagonal y = x. 
Example. Fig. 1 illustrates the under-diagonal walk corresponding to the word 
w = rruruurruruu of the Dyck language. 
The Catalan triangle proposed by Shapiro in [12] contains the binomial 
coefficients Bmsk which correspond to the number of pairs of non-intersecting 
walks of length m such that the difference between the x coordinates of their 
terminal points is k. 
On the contrary, in this paper we set up a triangle whose elements C,,, 
correspond to the number of under-diagonal walks terminating in the point 
(n, k); the latter are obviously of length 12 + k. 
In order to find out the number of these walks, we can observe that each 
under-diagonal walk terminating in (n + 1, k) can be decomposed into an 
under-diagonal walk terminating in (n, j) for 0 <j 4 k (or 0 <j 6 k - 1 if n = k), 
followed by a rightward step and by k - j upward steps, i.e., by a fixed walk. 
Then, if we assume that C,,, = 1 and Cj,j+l = 0, we have 
(3.1) 
and by tabulating the Cn,k, we obtain a triangle (see Table 1). 
According to the recursive formula (3.1), the jth element of the i row is the 
sum of the first j elements of the i - 1 row. 
Fig. 1. 
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Table 1 
n\k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . . 
1 
1 1 
1 2 2 
1 3 5 5 
1 4 9 14 14 
1 5 14 28 42 42 
1 6 20 48 90 132 132 . . . . . . . . . . . 
The reason we call this a Catalan triangle is that the numbers in the diagonal 
are Catalan numbers. 
By means of the under-diagonal walks terminating on the diagonal, we want to 




( > n+l n 
= C,,,> 
i.e. C, is the number of under-diagonal 2n-walks terminating in (n, n). 
Proof (by induction). Basis step: Co = 1 corresponds to the empty walk. 
Induction hypothesis: C, for 1s k s n - 1, is the number of under-diagonal 
2k-walks terminating in (k, k). 
Induction step: we want to show that C, is the number of under-diagonal 
2n-walks terminating in (n, n). 
We have that 
(2) is the number of the 2n-walks terminating in (n, n). Since the under-diagonal 
walks verify the fact that for each subwalk the number of rightward steps must be 
greater than, or equal to, the number of upward step, we show that the term 
(‘,“)n/(n + 1) corresponds to the number of 2n-walks terminating in (n, n) that 
cross the line y =x. A walk of this type can be decomposed into a walk of length 
2j terminating in (j, j) for 0 <j s n - 1, followed by an upward step and by any 
walk of length 2n - 2j - 1 made up of n -j rightward steps and n -j - 1 upward 
steps. For the induction hypothesis, the walks of length 2j terminating in (j, j) 
with OSjSn - 1, are 
1 2j 
Ci = - 
0 j+l j ’ 
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so we must show that: 
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2n ( > n ~=~]&(y!)j2” ;y ‘), 
~,g!)(2n;~j- ‘) =,gY'P(Y)(z:: :;yJ 
=,$ [Y'1~(Y)(--l)"-'-'( y_-y) 
(see 11% p. 51) 
=,g [y’]%(y)[tn-j-l](l - t)-“+j-l 
1 
= ]t”-‘](l - t)“+’ j=. 2 [yj]%(y)tj(l - ty (see [6, p. 81 
1 
= VI (1 _ f)n+l ( 
1 - dl - 4t(l - t) 
2t(l -t) > 
1 
= VI (1 _ qn+2 = [f-q%{ (” +; “)I 
where %(fi) = C~zO$ti = F(t) is the generating function of the sequence {J}, and 
[t“] * F(t) =fk is the coefficient of the kth term in F(t). 0 
4. n-Walks and their language 
We now examine the walks on the integral square lattice which: 
(a) end on the y axis, 
(b) are completely contained in the semi-plane x 2 0. 
If w is the word representing such an n-walk, 1~1, must be equal to 1~1, if we 
want the walk corresponding to w to finish on the y axis. We also must have 
Iw’I, 2 (w’/, for every lefthand subword w’ of w if we want the walk to remain on 
the semi-plane x 2 0. 
The language 
C = {w E Ll 1~1, = [WI! and Iw’I, 2 Iw’I, for any w’} 
is generated by the grammar 
G = ((~1, {r, 1, u, d], P> P) 
in which we have the following P production set: 
P . . ..= E IUP 1 dpl rplp. 
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This grammar makes it possible for us to determine the following generating 
function of the n-long C words (n-words): 
/4(t) = 1 + 244(t) + t’p”(t) 
that is 
l-2t-vi-z 
P(l) = zt2 
and therefore 
= G+,. 
We can obtain the same result by working directly on the walks. Let m, be the 
number of n-walks that satisfy the (a) and (b) properties. If n 2 2, such walks can 
be obtained in two different ways: 
. by adding an upward or downward step to an (n - 1)-walk which satisfies both 
property (a) and (b); 
l by taking a k-walk, 0 <k c n - 2, that satisfies both property (a) and (b) and 
by adding to it a rightward step, an (n - k - 2)-walk ending on the line x = 1 and 
contained in the semi-plane x 3 1, and then a leftward step. Since the number of 
walks is not modified by translations of the lattice, the number of (n - k - 2)- 
walks taken into consideration is exactly mn-&2. 
Therefore, the recurrence relation, 
n-2 
m, = 2mn_l + c mkmn-k-2 for n 3 2, 
k=O 
is valid for m, and 
mO= 1, mI=2. 
By solving this, we get: 
m, = C,+i. 
As a result, the number of n-walks is equal to the number of (n + 1)-node 
binary trees. 
5. Tbe bijection 
At this point, we want to show a bijection between the n-walks (n-words) and 
(n + 1)-node binary trees. 
Theorem 5.1. A bijection between the n-walks and (n + 1)-node binary trees 
exists. 
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Proof. Our proof is of a constructive type. We take into consideration the 
n-word w which codifies a given n-walk. It is possible to associate every character 
1 in w (that is, every leftward step in the walk) univocally with an r character (a 
rightward step) according to the way in which the C words are defined. 
We start out with a tree having only its root and we scan the word w from left 
to right and, for each character examined, we insert a new node in the tree. It is 
obvious that we thus obtain an (n + 1)-node tree. Each character determines the 
way in which its corresponding node is added to the tree: 
l if the character is u or r (an upward or rightward step), we add a node as the 
right son of the previously inserted node; 
l if the character is d (a downward step), we add a node as the left son of the 
previously inserted node; 
l if the character is 1 (a leftward step), we add a node as left brother of the node 
corresponding to character r which is associated with the 1 character. 
On the contrary, in order to find the word (walk) corresponding to a given 
binary tree, we proceed in the following way: 
we set w = E and examine the tree recursively beginning with the root: 
l if the root only has its right son, we set w = w . u and examine the right 
subtree; 
l if the root only has its left son, we set w = w - d and examine the left subtree; 
. if the root has two sons, we set w = w . r and examine the right subtree; then 
we set w = w .I and examine the left subtree; 
l if the root doesn’t have any sons, we don’t modify w. q 
Example. The binary tree corresponding to the word w = rlrudrrllfud is shown in 
Fig. 2 and its nodes are numbered according to the order of their insertion. 
Example. From the tree shown in Fig. 3, whose nodes are numbered according 
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10 8 
Fig. 3. 
6. Touchard’s formula 
We obtain an immediate proof of Touchard’s formula by means of the 
biunivocal correspondence between (n + 1)-node binary trees and n-walks or 
n-long C words. 
Theorem 6.1. 
Proof. We must have (WI, = lwll in a w E C word. Let k be the number of r and 1 
characters. The 2k positions these characters can occupy inside w can be chosen 
in (Tj) ways. Since r and 1 must satisfy the lw’l, 3 lw’ll condition for every w’ 
lefthand subword or w, for each choice made, these characters can be arranged in 
C, ways. This is so because, if we ignore the u and d characters, we obtain Dyck’s 
2k-long words. Each of the remaining n - 2k positions can be occupied by either 
a u or d character. k can vary from 0 to [n/2]. As a result, the number of n-long 
C words or (n + 1)-node binary trees is given by: 
Remark. It is evident that the n-words having only u and d characters (the term 
k = 0 in the sum) correspond to the degenerate binary trees, that is, the ones of 
maximum height whose number is precisely 2”. 
For 2k = n (if it is even), we only obtain the words made up of r and 1 (Dyck’s 
words), that is, the trees whose nodes (with the exception of their leaves) all have 
two sons. Their number is given by C,,, which represents the number of n/Znode 
binary trees (Dyck’s n-long words). As a matter of fact, we obtain an n/Znode 
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binary tree from every (n + 1)-node (n being even) binary tree whose nodes (with 
exception of the leaves) all have two sons, by eliminating all the n/2 + 1 leaves. 
Vice versa, we can add n/2 + 1 external nodes to an n/2-node tree so as to obtain 
an (n + 1)-node tree whose internal nodes all have two sons. 
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